A crucial issue in humanitarian relief operations is vehicle routing because there are many difficulties in roads that people face when a disaster is occurred. In such circumstances, selecting more reliable routes could help rescue team act more efficacious. Therefore, we propose a mathematical model that maximizes the reliability of selected routes in disaster relief routing process using a multiple attribute decision making (MADM) technique. Furthermore, the proposed model minimizes the total cost that imposed to system. For this reason, the model is a multi-objective vehicle routing problem (VRP). The problem considered here is NP-hard and its objective is to find near optimal solutions, rather than optimal ones, using the nondominated sorting genetic algorithm.
Introduction
In the past decade, we have encountered several natural disasters such as the 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake and tsunami, the 2005 Katrina hurricane in the US, the 2010 earthquake in Haiti and etc. These catastrophes leave people in unfavorable circumstances and in need of urgent medical care. In these situations, it can be necessary to supplement local capacity with regional or international aid. Generally, emergency response efforts are comprised of two stages: pre-event and post-event response. Predicting and evaluating possible dangers and developing necessary action plans for reducing damages are parts of pre-event stage while post-event response starts when the disaster is still in progress. The particular tasks at this stage are locating, allocating, organizing, routing and handling existing resources. According to the United States Comprehensive Emergency Management, four phases could be considered to manage the disaster operations: mitigation, readiness, reaction and recovery, each of which has several subsets. Our focus is on the response phase and on the emergency rescue and medical care part. In fact, we investigate the relief routing problem in disaster circumstances. In humanitarian relief operations, Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) and supply allocation are critically important because when a disaster occurs, relief supplies should be distributed rapidly in sufficient amounts. Due to limitations in transportation resources and relief supplies, inefficient use of resources, slow response and inadequate relief deliveries may happen. The classical vehicle routing problem minimizes total transportation costs. In humanitarian relief, one is primarily concerned with whether the routs are able to deliver the aid quickly. On the other hand, it is possible that some troubles on the way of vehicles prevent them to arrive to their destinations. As a result, an objective function could be defined to maximize travel reliability, such as the probability of vehicles for arriving to their intended destinations.
Literature review
There is a growing literature that studies relief routing problem in humanitarian logistics. We can say that the first study in this issue was done by Knott (1987) that investigated distribution of relief supplies from a distribution center to several camps by formulating an LP model with an objective function that maximizes the amount of deliveries and minimizes transportation cost. In many of studies in the literature, the problem is formulated as an integer programming problem (e.g. Tzeng et al., 2007) . Recently, Torre et al. (2012) prepared a survey that reviews the problems associated with routing of vehicles within disaster-affected districts to transport goods and services to distribution points and beneficiaries. The authors categorized publications in disaster relief and humanitarian logistics by problem characteristics. For example, they classified objective functions in five categories; cost minimization, unsatisfied demand minimization, latest arrival minimization, travel reliability maximization and total response time minimization. In addition, they considered three different types for goods, which should be transferred to beneficiaries: Stochastic supply, stochastic demand and multi commodity. Routing models may differ in the number of depots: from multiple depot and single depot to no depot types. Also, they could use vehicles that have uncertain travel times or vehicles that vary in transportation capacity, speed, fuel, etc. which are called heterogeneous vehicles. By surveying the literature, it can be concluded that models with objective functions that maximizes travel reliability or minimizes arrival time, have been less studied. In addition, most of the relief routing literature focuses on pre-positioning and initial distribution of goods and services after a disaster. However, the beneficiaries may need support beyond the capacity of a single-period delivery. Consequently, the multi-period delivery routing should be considered and here is a big gap in the literature.
In relief routing models, there are several studies that their policies are based on egalitarianism (Mete & Zabinsky, 2010; Huang et al., 2012) . In such papers the objective function maximizes the amount of demand satisfied or maximizes equality of a measure like delivery quantity. Mete and Zabinsky (2010) proposed stochastic optimization approach (there was uncertainty in travel time) to create a two-stage model for storage and distribution problem of supplies for the preparedness off a wide variety of disaster types. While, Huang et al. (2012) provided a paper that its goal was to study a stylized version of the last-mile delivery problem (LMDP). The LMDP designs vehicle routs and distribution schedules for a fleet of vehicles delivering supplies from a distribution center. The authors focused on a single period problem where each vehicle performs at most one trip to deliver one commodity type. Bozorgi et al. (2012) proposed a mixed-integer nonlinear programming for relief chain design problem that considered three type of uncertainty (demand, supply and cost parameters). Their proposed model minimized the sum of the expected total cost and the variance of the total cost to determine the location of relief distribution centers and the allocation of affected area to relief distribution centers.
A few papers exist in the literature that their objective functions maximize travel reliability (Ukkusuri & Yushimito, 2008; Vitoriano et al., 2009 ). Hamedi et al. (2012) focused on reliability of relief transportation in disaster such that different types of vehicles are discussed. In this matter they mentioned that reliability of the route should be certain. Hence, in their study the focus is on routing and scheduling of trucks that transport over an unreliable road network. However, there are several depots and suppliers, the uncertainty in this problem is important. Generally, the integration of reliability and vulnerability, costs and benefits to address the uncertainty in decision making is crucial in humanitarian response. A mathematical integer programming developed to integer routing and scheduling of humanitarian trucks. A genetic algorithm used to optimize the problem. The gap of this study can be the kind of supply and demand. It means that we can consider stochastic supply and demand to develop the model and it will be more realistic.
Vehicles Routing Problem (VRP) consider models in which goods are distributed by a set of vehicles on routs beginning and ending at a single depot, multiple depot or some with no depot. Knott (1987) , Huang et al. (2012) , Mete and Zabinsky (2010) and Barbarosoglu and Arda (2004) consider their models by a single depot. Multiple depots exist when all vehicles have routes that originate and end from different depots.
In disaster relief operations, delivering prioritized items has an important role. Lin et al. (2011) suggested an integer programming model with multiple objectives. They tried to solve this model with two heuristic approaches: an approach based on GA and another one is developed by decomposing the original problem. Yi et al. (2006) used ant colony optimization for disaster relief operation to minimize the service delay. In their proposed method, the original emergency logistics problem is divided into two phases, i.e. the vehicle route building, and the distribution of different commodity. Afshar and Haghani (2011) proposed a comprehensive model that controls the flow of relief commodities from sources through supply chain to hands of applicators. In this model some details such as vehicle routing, pickup and delivery schedules and optimal locations for facilities are considered. To maximize the survival rate of population and minimize the cost, the transportation of supplies should be quick and efficient. So, the objective function minimizes the total amount of weighted unsatisfied demand over all commodities, times, and demand points. This model provided the opportunity for a centralized operation plan that can eliminate delays and assign the limited resources in a way that is optimal for the entire system.
Vehicle routing problem is the area that is important after disasters. Lee (2012) worked on ambulance as a vehicle to reduce the responding time using the nearest neighborhood policy (NN). Wohlgemuth et al. (2012) also, worked on an extension of vehicle routing problem. Pickup and delivery problems are in this category, where location may both receive and send goods. The model of this paper optimizes delays and equipment utilization. Jotshi et al. (2008) developed a robust methodology for the dispatching and routing of emergency vehicles in a post-disaster environment with the support of data fusion. This study also has been tried to minimize the response time.
In the traditional vehicle routing problem (VRP), vehicles are dispatched from a single depot to service the demands of customers. In the multi-depot vehicle routing problem, which is considered by several authors, vehicles are dispatched from several depots. Gulczynski et al. (2011) developed an integer programming-based heuristic for this problem. This model was applied a heuristic to determine the decrease in distance traveled that can be achieved by allowing split deliveries among vehicles based at the same depot and vehicles based at different depots. In addition, Ho et al. (2007) proposed three hybridized heuristics: the technique of Clarke and Wright for saving, the nearest neighborhood method, and the iterated swap procedure. The major difference between the hybrid genetic algorithms (HGAs) is that the initial solutions are generated randomly in HGA1. The Clarke and Wright saving method and the nearest neighbor heuristic are incorporated into HGA2 for the initialization procedure. It was proved that the performance of HGA2 is superior to that of HGA1 in terms of the total delivery time. Furthermore, this kind of problem is studied with considering secondary disasters in Zhang et al. (2012) . In this paper, the emergency resource allocation problem is formulated considering constraints of multiple resources and possible secondary disasters.
Considering some aspects such as reliability can make the model more effective in real world. Also, there are lots of constraints that effect on situations. In this regard, Jin Choi and Lee (2011) introduced mUSTPP-R (multiple uncapacitated symmetric traveling purchaser problem for maximizing system's reliability) to purchase the components with maximum system reliability within a given budget constraints on the basis of mUSTPP by incorporating additional constraints such as multi-purchaser, capacity, and fixed cost restrictions as a generalization of TPP.
To solve this kind of problems, we need to use different methods. Lavasani et al. (2011) presented a fuzzy Multi Attribute Decision Making (FMADM) method. This model is suitable for handling group decision making problems in a fuzzy environment. Also, it is proposed for ranking offshore well barriers from a cost-benefit view point and it can handle both fuzzy and crisp data. Finally in their study, the best well barrier or risk control option with respect to cost and benefit is selected using a Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) method.
With these ideas in mind, our study tries to develop a relief routing model in disaster circumstances with considering reliability of those vehicles that are supposed to deliver commodities to beneficiaries as the objective function. In addition, we investigate the multiple depot problems where routs of vehicles begin and end at one of many designed depots. Furthermore, the kind of demand and supply will be shown in our model. Being Stochastic or deterministic for demand and supply is important in the model. According to the above literature for this problem, the model for optimizing travel cost and reliability value, with considering multi depots and effective risks can eliminate the gap of this important Issue.
Problem definition
To have a correct imagination of the problem, consider a distribution company with multiple depots that the number and location of them are predetermined. Besides, consider a disaster is occurred in the area and many geographical points are affected by this disaster and people need humanitarian aids to get survived. So, a fleet of vehicles with limited capacity is used to transport the products from depots to affected areas. Each depot has enough stock to provide all the products ordered by the people. Each vehicle starts its travel from one specific depot and finishes at the same one. The vehicles are heterogeneous which are from different types and have different capacities. The location of each affected area and its distance from the depots is known in advance. Furthermore, the amount of demand on nodes is specific. Each node is visited by a vehicle exactly once.
As mentioned earlier, this problem is a multiple-depot vehicle routing problem called MDVRP. To understand MDVRP clearly, an example with two depots and 13 areas affected by a recent earthquake is illustrated in Fig.1 . The numbers above each node shows their demand. The capacity of each vehicle is equal to 12, so they should allocate on nodes due to this constraint. A feasible solution is drawn in Fig. 1 . In this study, the objective is to maximize the total reliability of selected routes and minimize the total cost of relief process. Reliability is defined as a multiple attribute decision making (MADM) concept called "graph theoretical-matrix permanent" which is help us to make decision on the best routes with the maximum reliability. This concept is explained in more details as follows:
For square matrix in linear algebra, the permanent is a function of the matrix similar to the determinant with a basic difference that in permanents the signatures of the permutations are taken as positive (Baykasoglu, 2012) . As far as the entries of the matrix are concerned, the determinant as well as permanent is polynomial and both of them are special cases of the immanent, which is a more general function of a matrix. In mathematics, the immanent of a matrix is known to be a generalization of the concepts of determinant and permanent. 
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(3) The determinant is a special case of the immanent, where   is the alternating character sgn, of S n , defined by the parity of a permutation. The permanent is the case where   is the trivial character, which is identically equal to 1.
No information is lost in permanents, because the permutations are not taken into account (all signatures are taken as positive). Permanents are mainly used in combinatorial mathematics. Permanent defines the number of perfect matching in a two-part graph.
Application of Graph Theory Matrix Permanent approach to Decision Making (GT-MP-DM) problem
In this section detailed explanations about the GT-MP-DM approach in modeling and solving crisp and fuzzy MCDM problems are given.
1. Identify criteria, sub-criteria and alternatives, which are essential to MCDM problem at hand (Fig. 2 ). 2. Determine the "relative importance" (or interaction) between criteria and "the scores of alternatives" for each criterion. 
For non-beneficial case the value of 0 is assigned to highest value (C iu ) and 1 is assigned to lowest value (C il ). The other intermediate values can be determined by using Eq. (2).
After computing all criteria values (i = 1,..., N) for an alternative we can define a criteria rating matrix ( ) for that alternative.
Thus the relative importance (interaction) matrix  as given by Eq. (4) can be symmetrical or nonsymmetrical (Garg et al., 2006) . 
3. After obtaining criteria rating matrix ( ) for an alternative and relative importance (interaction) matrix β between criteria the next step is to form alternative evaluation matrix (ξ ) which is given by Eq. (5). 
With the permanent obtained from these equations, we can rate alternatives. Each alternative has more permanent value is better for using (Baykasoglu, 2012) .
Application of GT-MP-DM to relief routing problem
In this section detailed explanations about GT-MP-DM approach in relief routing modeling are given. The methodology explained in a step by step manner in order to bring a better understanding (Baykasoglu, 2012) .
Step-1: Identify criteria that influence the route reliability. By surveying several disaster and other geoscience databases like the International Disaster Database, Earthquake Database of Australia and Canadian Disaster Database, significant effective factors on reliability of routes in earthquakes are produced. According to this disquisition, the road type, geographical characteristics, mountainous rate of the road and its length from depot to affected areas effect the reliability of routes when an earthquake is occurred. So, matrix ß could be defined as below:
Step-2: Determination of the matrix ß which its elements represent the "relative importance" between criteria. Here for instance 0.2 ab  and 0.8 ba  means that criteria b is very important than criteria a. 
Then for each route i j  "the scores of alternatives" for each criterion is investigated. For instance the Ψ matrix for route 3-6 is:
Step-3: For calculating the permanent of the route 3-6, do as below:
3 6   = Ψ 3-6 + ß = 0.7 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.8 0.1 1 0.5 0.6 0 0.9 0.3 0.9 0.5 0.7 0.6
Other route permanents are calculated as above.
Mathematical programming model
Our proposed model is considered some assumptions:
 The network is discrete where the depots and affected areas are located on the nodes  The location of the depots are known  Depots have enough inventory to supply beneficiaries  The capacity of each vehicle is specific  The location of affected points toward depots is known  The amount of demand for each node is specific and constant 
Notation and terminology

Formulation
The formulation of the mathematical model is as follows. 
The first objective function (7) maximizes reliability of routes through maximizing summation of permanent for each route. The second objective function (8) describes the total cost that includes both the vehicle fixed cost and the travelling cost. Constraint (9) and (10) ensure that each affected point is visited only once by one vehicle. Constraint (11) illustrates that when a vehicle enters an affected node to aid people there, it must leave that node. Constraint (12) ensures that the total quantity of all vehicles that leave the depots is exactly equal to the total demand and (13) guarantees that the quantity of relief goods remaining after visiting node j is exactly the load before visiting this node minus its demand. Constraint (14) makes certain that the amount of relief good remains in vehicle v is less than its capacity. Constraint (15) prevents model creating subtours (subtour elimination).
Constraints (16) and (17) (20) to the sequential of the iv u respectively.
Solution methodology
To solve the mathematical model, we apply the well-known method for multi-objective programming models NSGAII (Non-dominated Storing Genetic Algorithm II) which is a popular non-domination based genetic algorithm. Simulation results on different test problems show that NSGAII is able to find a much better solutions and better convergence near the true Pareto-optimal front compared to Pareto-archived evolution strategy. Figure 3 , shows the flowchart of NSGAII. Fig. 3 . Pseudo-Code of NSGAII As usual, the population is initialized and sorted based on non-dominant into each front. The first front is completely non-dominant set in the current population and the second front being dominated by the individuals in the first front only and the front goes on. Each individual is assigned fitness values. Then parents are selected from the population by using binary tournament selection based on the rank. The selected population generates offsprings from crossover and mutation operators. The new generation is evaluated by objective function value and sorted again based on non-domination and only N individuals are selected. Finally, the stopping criterion is checked. If it is satisfied, the near optimal solution is achieved. Otherwise, return to step 4.
Numerical experiments
In this part firstly, a small-sized test problem with 5 affected area and 2 depots is solved using GAMS 24.0.2 software. The data of both small-sized (Table 1 , 2 and 3) and large-sized (Table 4 , 5 and 6) test problems obtained from "the international disaster database" website and some other disaster databases by using some satellite maps. Small-sized test problem results, which obtained from the GAMS 24.0.2 are 6.06 for the first objective function and 1412 for the second one. Now for solving medium and large-sized problem we consider a random instance generator, which is designed to produce numerical instances for the computational experiments. This tool that is suggested Lin et al. (2011) generates the location of the depots and all nodes randomly from their corresponding ranges (Tables 4-6) . The objective function value of this test problem is obtained by using MATLAB R2012a, which is 21.286 for the first objective function and 2876 for the second one. Schematic result of this test problem is shown at Fig. 4 . 9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16 17  18  19  20  v  10  4  17  10  6  20  20  25  25  10  13  15  10  5  16  13 20  25  19  30  1  2  3  4  5  220  200  210  230  200  70  65  60  40  80  2 3 6 2 4
Conclusion and further study
Several natural disasters and catastrophes in the last decade convince researchers to find more effective ways to supplement those people who remain without water, food and somewhere to stay, and the people who require urgent medical treatments. In such circumstances, roads are influenced by disaster and quickly get out of the normal state. Therefore, some of them are not reliable more and rescue team should choose the routes with higher reliability level. For this purpose, we proposed a VRP model that maximizes the reliability by using an MADM method and the concept of permanent that considers significant factors that affect reliability of roads such as geographic characteristics, mountainous level of the road, road type (autobahn, arterial, lane, highway, etc.) and length. Moreover, the model is minimizing the total cost of vehicles and the unit load portage cost on the roads. The vehicles are heterogeneous with different capacity levels. One small-sized problem and one large-sized are solved. The first one is solved by using GAMS 24.0.2 software. Then for solving the problem in large size the NSGAII is investigated.
For further studies, several goals could be considered such as maximizing the satisfied demand or minimizing total time. In addition, the permanent concept could be extended into model and combined with other parameters like distance to obtain more realistic mathematical model.
